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IAS Dispatch is a centralized suite of modules used by transport order
originators, such as ocean carriers, logistics providers, and beneficial
cargo owners (BCOs), and by receivers, such as motor carriers
and other service providers. IAS Dispatch brings together drayage
assignment, appointment times, amendment management, invoicing,
visibility, rates, optimization, and business intelligence – all within a
single, easy-to-use workflow. IAS Dispatch supports ocean, air, LCL/
LTL, international and domestic moves. IAS Dispatch coordinates
your needs with the resources of partners in your global transportation
network, resulting in improved profit, improved equipment utilization,
and improved customer satisfaction.
The IAS Dispatch solution requires no software, no hardware, no
integration and no capital expense. Get started by defining your
business processes, your business rules, and your preferred partners –
it’s that simple. IAS will then configure the system to meet your needs.
With transaction-based billing, IAS aligns its success with yours and
that of your network partners.

Modules

–– DispatchManager
streamlines the transportation
work order process by
connecting originators to
their global network of motor
carriers and service providers,
providing critical first and
last mile visibility.

–– DispatchTariff
keeps up-to-date rate
information at your
fingertips, eases the
rate request and
maintenance process,
and reduces tender
time and cost.

–– DispatchOptimizer
matches import and export
work orders for faster cargo
pick-up and delivery, fewer
empty miles, better equipment
utilization, and reduced
transportation spend.

–– DispatchInvoice
simplifies drayage
billing and payment,
reduces discrepancies,
and enables efficient
drayage settlement.

–– DispatchTender
unites originators and
receivers with a robust,
neutral negotiation
platform, provides a
smarter set of options,
and encourages
win-win collaboration.

–– DispatchInsight
demystifies the data
that drives your business,
provides powerful
visualizations in
an intuitive interface,
and accelerates fact-based
decision-making.

Leverage your network
to improve performance
Large, disparate networks, complex
data integration, effective workflow
automation… sound impossible to get
under control? IAS Dispatch, powered
by the InterAsset platform, solves the
challenges associated with managing
the last mile. Communicate effortlessly
within your network, easing the
dispatch process from assignment to
optimization to settlement. With more
visibility of the supply chain, you can
reduce costly inefficiencies and provide
a higher level of customer service.
IAS makes it easier than ever to work
with your partners to achieve optimal
performance.

Connecting thousands of motor
carriers worldwide, IAS Dispatch is
one of the largest global intermodal
networks in the industry. With such a
strong user community, your partners
may already be connected, enabling
you to begin experiencing the value
of IAS applications even faster. Make
connectivity your first priority and plug
into an established and continually
growing community.

IAS provides greater visibility, control, and optimization of assets through a collaborative platform uniting the global trade, transportation, and logistics industry. IAS solutions, quickly
implemented and immediately beneficial, can be operated as standalone web-native applications or integrated into existing transportation management systems. The IAS solution
portfolio and InterAsset platform create a more valuable network by converting the entire community’s input into actionable information, enabling clients to interact seamlessly, optimizing
the inland intermodal process, and lowering the cost of routine business transactions. IAS connects thousands of trading partners including leading ocean carriers, motor carriers,
railroads, logistics providers, equipment lessors, repair depots, and terminals, and enables them to increase revenue, margin, and service. The IAS team of transportation experts is
dedicated to providing world-class solutions and combines personal, 24/7 service worldwide with one of the intermodal industry’s most comprehensive service level agreements.
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